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SELF-DIALOGUE AS A FUNDAMENTAL

PROCESS OF EXPRESSION
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Self-dialogue in7.,'Ol'7JeSaconstantprocessofdemarcation andinteractionbetueen "I"and
"me, "betueen thespeakableandtheunspeakable,andbetueenwhat issaidandwhat is
meant. Thispaperstudiesselfdialogue in itsmainaspects. First, it reviews relevant
coruributions intheexistingliterature. Second, itattemptsaworkingdefinition ofself
dialogue Tbird; ite<.aminesself-dialoguewithregardtoitsmaindimensionsandprocesses.
Fourth, itidentifies rules thatguideself-dialogue Fifth, itlooks intopracticalapplications
andimplicationsofself-dialogueinlifeandpersonalmanagement Tbemajorfinding}
andargumentsare: Selfdialogue isa.jundamentalprocess ofexpression; itmediates
betweense/fimageandsocialexperience; itisregulatedby ontologicallimits, cultural
norms, andsocial rules;anditservesasanadaptivemechanismforse/fpresentation,
identityacquisition, stressmanagement, healthmaintenance,andpersonalintegration.

SELF-DIALOGUE
AS A FUNDAMENTAL PROCESS OF EXPRESSION

Human beings are self-consciousand self-monitoring organisms. They
see and evaluate what they think and what they do. They collect
information on themselves and incorporate feedback from the past
into their future thoughts and acts.

Self-dialoguebuilds upon the self-conscious nature of human beings.
It distinguishes things from one another in the consciousness and
establishes meaningful connections among them according to their
occurrence in time, across space, aswell as in relation to the self. Self
dialogue makes sense out of the consciousness. It is an organizing
theme or force of the human mental process.
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o 10£ d ogueill I e an personal management. The main findingsand argum
are:Self-dialogue is a fundamental process of expression. it medoents
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~et~een self-Image andsocial ex~erience; it isr~gulated by ontological
limits, c~ltural norms, and socialrules; and It servesas an adaptive
mechanism for self-presentation, identity acquisition, Stress
management, health maintenance,and personal integration.

SOURCES OF INSPIRATION

Self-dialogue is asold asthe human existence.It remains unnoticed
for a long time until philosophers recognize the distinction of mind
from body ~nd thoughts from acts.After centuries of philosophical
contemplation and speculation, it comesto the era ofpositivescience
(Sarton 1952; Cornte 1970; Cooper 1996). In science, while
neu~ologists stu~y t~e function of brain, psychologists the process
of ffil~d, and SOCIOlogIstS the link of individual effortsto social reality,
self-dialogue seems yet to beidentified andscrutinizedasan important
subject of research,

~ro~~purely linguistic point ofview,dialogue involves two separable
identities or parues~ acommunicativeinteraction. For self-dialogue
to t~~e pla~e, It requires that the selfdivideinto relatively independent
entlt.Ies with each taking a relatively different perspective. The
requirernenr leadsto some fundamental questionsabout the selfand
~elf-d.i~logue: What is the self? How does the self take on multiple
I~entitIes.and assumedifferent perspectives? What processdoesself
d~alogue involve? What issaid in self-dialogue? And how does self
dIaloguerelate to the self, others, and socialexperience?
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~ psychology, referencesfallunder three th~~retical framewo~ks.
psychoanalysis viewsthe selfasa constant str~villg to reducetenSI?n
generated by two innate drives: the urge to liveand the urge to die.
Composed of id, ego, and sup:rego, the sel~ operates on three
different principles:pleasure,reality,andmorality (Freud ~96~). On
the principle of pleasure, id seeks to ~at~sfy the self ?f ItS innate
needs:hunger, thirst, and sex. By the principle of morality, superego

. sets goals andestablishes standards for theself.~ reality, egomobili~es
and manipulates ways and means to deal WIthpressures from id,
superego, and external envi:.onment~ on behalf of the sel~;

Behaviorism defines the self as an organizedsystem of responses
(Skinner 1953:285). Although it distinguishes stimuli from one
another the self remains essentially in the dark as a black box to
behaviorists. Phenomenology seesthe selfasaphenomenal fieldin
which one relates to other people, things, and entities (Rogers 1959).
The self develops images about what one isand what one would like
to be. It is a force for both growth and existential alienation.

Sociological contributions come from three theoretical
perspectives as well. Functionalism considers th~ self and its need
dispositions as determined largely ~y the dominant pa~terns of
value orientations in culture and SOCIety (Parsons and Shils 1951).
As such, it is meaningful to talk about national characters, such
as the classical "particularism-achievement" Chinese ethos and
the modern "other-directed" American character (Riesman 1950).
Conflict theory equalizes the self to the consciousness of one's
class, race, gender, status, and other vital social inter~sts (Ma~x

and Engels 1958). The marginal man, a cultural o~ r~cIalo h>:brid
who is on the margins of two cultures and two SOCIetIes, IS likely
to experience double consciousness/attitudinal .ambivalence,
moodyI temperamental conducts, superiorityI achievement
complex, and intermediaryIleadership roles in his selfhoo~ (Park
1928; Stonequist 1937). Symbolic interactionism characterizes the
self as an agent for subjective meaning, interpretation, and
symbolic interaction (Blumer 1969). The self develops through a
role-taking process, which proceeds from the play stage, to the
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game stage, and to ~he generalized other stage (Mead 1934). At
th~ stage of ge~eraltzed ot~ers, the self internalizes the general
attitude of one s community, becomes an object to itself d
therefore is able to engage in various role-playing activitie:~

d
. h In

accor ance WIt one's self-image as well as different so . I. CIa
expectations.

From t~e re~ent debate on modernity, the self emerges in two
contrasting dl~course~, mo~els, andpursuits. Modernists pursuea
sel~ of ~~lcu!auon, rat~onalny, uniformity, outwardly expression,
obJecuftc~uon, effecuve~ess, .an~ effici.ency. Seeing both exciting
opportunity andth~ea~ening risk Inthe Industrial socialorder, they
attempta balance within the selfbetween securityandrisk betwee. ' n
oppo~unIty anddanger. On the otherhand,postmodernists claimto
have~cove~ed ~ ~elfof ambi:al~~ce, ambiguity, diversity,multiplicity,
plurality, subjectivity, andvariability, Realizing that contemporary social
andcultural reality cannot berationallyanduniformly ordered and
controlled, they chargethe self to the liberation of differences the
proliferation of discourses, and the development of rationalities
throughethnic,religious, sexual, cultural, architectural, aesthetic, and
other localentitiesor identities (Fox 1994; Bertens 1995).

At the systemic level, a conceptualization about the self needs to
reconcil~ itsexistence.in ~~gularity withitspresentation inmultiplicity.
Regarding t~e.multiplicity of the self, William James (1890) noted
thatthe empirical selfhasthreeconstituents: the material the social
and the spiritual. He further specified that the social selfhas as man;
selves asthere are others who respond to them.Riesman (1950) argued
that mod~rn man behavesvery much like a chameleon in conforming
to thevariable external demands inhishighlyspecialized environment.
Goffman (1959) foundthatpeople needto deliberatelyandvariably
~se se~f-presenta~ions to manipulate othersdueto the ever-changing
situational reqUIrements. Gordon and Gergen suggestedthat "itis
much more fruitful to speak of multiple conceptions"of the self
because individual behaviorisoften inconsistentandhighly variable
from situationto situation (1968:20). Specifically, asput by Stryker,
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the self is "a wondrously differentiated and complex congeries of
a vast variety of elements - differentiated processes like self
consciousness, self-awareness, self-presentation; differentiated
characteristics like self-control, self-confidence, self-esteem;
differentiated content like academic self-conception, spousal self
concept, age-graded self concepts; differentiated traits like liberal,
generous,compulsive;differentiatedtemporal and normative referents
like real self, extant self, ideal self, future self, desired self, possible

self" (1989:42).

While being in multiple presentations, roles, and statuses, the self
. lodgesby itselfin one's single,whole body, mind, and existence.Mead
(1934) saw a "complete self" that reflects the unity of the social
processand further the singleuniverseof discourseabout allhumanity.
Allport (1937), Lecky (1945), Fromm (1947), and Rogers (1951) all
observed that people develop and experience a continuing identity, a
consistentself, in their.life. Parsons(1951) likenedthe self to society
asa unitary, highly organized system. Rosenberg (1979) coined the
concept of global self and characterized the global selfas the totality
of one's thoughts and feelingshaving reference to oneselfasan object.
More recently,attempts aremade to seehow multiple identity elements
are organized by prominence and preferential ordering into a single,
whole integrated self-identity hierarchy (Boelter 1983; Stryker 1989;
Stapleton2000; Sokefeld2001).

Regarding the nature of content in self-dialogue, the Bakhtin circle
traced the transitions in linguistic expressions from "social
intercourse" to "outerspeech" to "innerspeech" to consciousness.
They claimed that self-observation, communication within the self,
"the understanding of one's own inner sign," or one's inner speech is
itself the product of one's entire social life (Volosinov 1973).
According to the Bakhtin circle, dialogue has two distinct senses. In
the first sense, dialogue involves real and potential audiences, earlier
and possible later utterances, habits and "genres" of speech and
writing, and other complex social factors. It addresses an "already
spoken about" world and acts upon a socially constituted "field of
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answerability." In the second sense, dialogue corresponds to
"monologue" as its opposite and represents a particular discursive
stance of speakers. It faces an unforeseen and "unfinalizable" world
of possibilities but nonetheless gears toward the readiness for
something new and original. As put by Bakhtin himself, "nothing
conclusive has yet taken place in the world, the ultimate word of the
world and about the world has not yet been spoken, the world is
open and free, everything isstill in the future and will always be in the
future" (1984: 166).In both senses, dialogue can take place within
one's own mental domain as inner-speech or self-dialogue although
it is essentially social in content. As a matter of fact, the Bakhtin
circlewas even inclined to emphasize the therapeutic effectof dialogue
in verbalizing hidden mental complexes and credit Freud for his
attention to the role of language in psychoanalysis (Volosinov 1987).
In the social construction dimension, a recent development from the
Bakhtin circle and its dialogism is the dialogic approach to the talk
and back talk of collective action (Steinberg 1999).

In current research, narrative analysis has emerged as both an
important epistemological approach and a critical methodological
technique to the study of self-narratives or self-dialogue-based
materials, such as diaries, letters, autobiographies, and other personal
documents. On the one hand, narrative analysis explores why self
narratives are constructed as they are (Somers 1994; Somers and
Gibson 1994). With regard to the self in particular, it examines how
mind assumesitsprincipal function of world making amid the creation
of stories or narratives (Bruner 1987), how the self plays out as a
narrative or story rather than a being or thing (polkinghorne and
Bamberg 1991; Bamberg 1997), how self-identity is achieved through
use of the past in the present (Bielby and Kully 1989), and how life
unfolds and continues in the temporal and dramatic production of
self-narratives (Bruner 1987; Polkinghorne and Bamberg 1991). On
the other hand, narrative analysis provides specific methods and
techniques for acquiring and utilizing narrative data in disciplinary
and interdisciplinary inquires (Riessman 1993).In the concrete, it
describes and explains what areas and issues a researcher needs to
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attend to when he or she searches for narrative information, how
he or she dissects a narrative to understand the lived experience
of the narrator, and what steps he or she may take to translate
tales and life stories into usable research.

Empirical research using self-narratives abounds. Hermans (1993)
conducts an idiographic study on two women with long-term imaginal
figures. Viewing self-narratives as polyphonic novels, he observes
two types of self-investigations: one from the familiar "I"perspective
and the other from the imaginal "other I" position. Scheff (1995)
analyzes self-defense against verbal aggression. Projecting the inner
mental process into a private dialogue, he elaborates how one ignores
aggressionwhile managing his or her anger,shame, and social bonds.
Ford (1996) studies the process of adopting an appropriate perspective
in a multicultural classroom. Witnessing how individuals deconstruct
their socialization experience as belonging to a particular race or
ethnicity and come to understand the symbolic meanings of past
events, he argues that the deconstructive process involves dialogues
between the acting and reflexive self and between the self and others.
In other applications, Ewick and Silbey (1995) examine narrative
stories and tales expressive of hegemony, subversion, and resistance.
Seale (1995) explores the development of meaningful narratives of
the self in the face of death. Lichtenstein and Baruch (1996)
investigate the construction of the adoption self-narrative by three
of its components, the birth, the placement, and the adoption stories.
Riches and Dawson (1996) evaluate the reordering of parental
narratives in the aftermath of a child's death and its impact on parental
self-identity and marital relationships. Polletta (1998) discusses the
role of narratives in social movements. Finally, Nichols (2000) attends
to multivocality or narratives in public domains in his proposed
dialogical constructionist approach or discourse to social problems.

In a more thematic scheme, researchers on metacognition identify
self-talk as key to both knowing the characteristics, constraints,
parameters, and demands of a particular social task and knowing
how to proceed to focus, follow through, and finish a specific task
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(Manning 19~O). Metacogniti?n :efers t~, kn0:v~edge about thinking,
mental experIences about thinking, or cognitions about cognitive,
affectiv:, perceptual, andmotor humancharacteristics" (Flavell 1987:21).
According to Helmstetter, what we say to ourselves determines Our
success at everythingwe attempt. He defrnes self-talk as"away to override
ourpast negative programming by erasingor replacingit with conscious,
positive new-directions" (1986:59) and classifies self-talkinto five levels.
LevelI self-talk featuresnegativeacceptance: "I can't" or "ITonly I could."
It isthe leastbeneficial. LevelVself-talk represents universal affIrmation:
"It is." It is the most beneficial. InbetweenareLevelIIself-talk-recognition
of the need to change: "I need to" or "I should"; Level ill self-talk _
decision to change: "1 never" or "I no longer"; and LevelIVself-talk-the
better you: "I am."

Following a similar line of analysis, Butler (1992) finds that people
often invoke overbearing judges rather than realistic guides in their
self-talk. She identifies three types of judges: drivers who relentlessly
and unrealistically push us to "get busy" or "do it right"; stoppers
who limit us with "no," "don't," or "only if" and keep us from
effectively expressing and asserting ourselves; and confusers who
distort our reality and mislead us to defective or irrational thinking. '
Given the fact that we drive, stop, and confuse ourselves, we need to
take five steps in our self-talk. First is awareness: listen to what we are
talking to ourselves.Second is evaluation: ask if our self-talk is helpful.
Third is identification: determine what driver, stopper, or confuser is
maintaining in our inner speech. Fourth is self-support: replace
unhelpful judgeswith permitters. The last step isself-guidance:decide
what action will fit with our more helpful way of talking to ourselves
(Butler 1992; Manning and Payne 1995).

AWORKING DEFINITION

It is unrealistic to expect a comprehensive understanding of self
dialogue before a broad and in-depth examination of its main aspects.
On the other hand, a meaningful analysis requires some positive
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identification of the concept: what it is and how it relates to mind
and body. A working definition is therefore in order.

Drawing from various sources of inspiration in the literature, it is
obvious that self-dialogue is a conversation among different identity
elements or perspectives within oneself. It occurs out of an innate
quality of human beings. In form, self-dialogue involves both verbal
utterance and unspoken yet verbalizable image, intent, and feelings.
In content, it contains information about one's idealized state of
affairs,perceived image of reality, and intended scheme of action, as
well as intercommunications between and among those mental
domains of mind. It also includes descriptions of one's social
experience, expressions of one's inner world, and communicative
connections between one's body and mind, actions and thoughts,

.social actualization and ego-ideals.

Inherent in the working definition are three basic questions. First,
can one talk to oneself in different perspectives? In commonsense
life,when one says: "I need to be alone with myself for a while"or "I
need to sort it out by myself," it actually means that one needs to talk
to oneself and think through a situation. In religious practice, when
people meditate and pray with God, it actually means that they engage
in a dialogue with an assumed entity in their mind. As the assumed
entity is within themselves, their dialogue with God turns into self
dialogue in the final analysis. In psychology, when intrapersonal
communication is defined as "that communication which occurs
within the individual" (Barker and Kibler 1971:4), it essentiallysuggests
that self-dialogue be explored as an area of inquiry in contrast to the
well-studied field of interpersonal communications. Obviously, self
dialogue manifests in different fields of life and inquiry. It is a taken-
for-granted process in human mind. -

Second, how does self-dialogue occur? It occurs in consciousness
when one thinks toward oneself, examining one's own ability,
rationality, morality, and whole existence or figuring out strategies
and tactics in one's relationship with others. Self-dialogue is part
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of human thinking process but differs from the latter in that it
centers on oneself: "Am I able to do it?"; "Why did I do it?".
"Am I right to do it?"; "Who am I?"; or "What would I do if i
were in that position?" Generally, thinking, association, and
imagination take place because human beings are self-conscious.. . ,
consciousness serves as a viewing board, a screen, or a mental
field for the self; and the self possesses the quality and ability to
reflect things upon and project ideas into consciousness.
~pecifically,self-dialogue occurs becausethe selfis able to project
Itself as a seemingly objective entity on the reflective background
of mind and interact with the so-produced entity or image as if it
is another thing or existence.

Third, what occurs in self-dialogue?It depends upon individuals and
their specific experience. Different people havedifferent things to
talk to themselves. A particular person may conduct different self
dialogues at different ages,in different positions, and even at different
moments. But generally, self-dialogue falls into four main categories
in content: self-explanation, self-consolation, self-rehearsing, and self
evaluation. Self-explanation is to explain an act or a situation when it
is in self-quandary: "Why did I do it or how did it happen to me?"
Self-eonsolation is to reconcile inner conscience with outer behavior
for the sake of peace in mind: "I am sorry for what I did but I was'
compelled by the circumstance." Self-rehearsing is to prepare for a
social role-playing activity: "AmI able to do it inabetterway?" Finally,
self-evaluation is to maintain self-image,self-identity, and self-esteem:
"Where do I stand?"

In simple terms, self-dialogue refers to one talking to oneself. Taken
for granted in different fields of life and inquiry, it occurs amid the
normal thinking process due to the self-reflection and self-projection
quality of human mind. Self-dialogue varies in content from
experience to experience and from time to time. It, however, serves
people for various purposes in alltheir experiences at all time.
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MAIN DIMENSIONS AND PROCESSES

Self-dialogue builds \Ipon the demarcation and interaction among
various identity elements within the selfas well as between the self
and the environment. To understand self-dialogue, it is necessary to
examine how the self divides within itself and how it relates to the
larger social context.

Between "I" and "Me"

The distinction between "I" and "me" wasfirst made by Mead (1934).
According to him, "the self is essentially a social process" going on
with "two distinguishable phases" (Mead 1934:178). One phase is
"I," the unorganized response of the organism to the attitudes of
others. The other is "me," a set of organized perspectives one has
learned from others on oneself. In the "I" phase, the individual
maintains a sense of freedom, innovation, and creativity. In the "me"
phase, the individual brings the influence of others into consciousness
and remains duty-bound to social responsibility.

Self-dialogue is essentially a conversation between "I" and "me."
"I"gives order, command, and direction but needs to be informed,
advised, and responded by "me." "I" expresses desires, feelings, and
sentiments but needs to be understood, comforted, and confirmed
by "me." For instance, in a technical staffer's self-dialogue on how to
respond to a supervisor's order, "I" may set such standards as being
timely, professional, and competent. "Me" may provide information
on the supervisor, the order received, and the resources available to
carry out the order. Various options are then developed. A particular
choice may be made in the end as "I" and "me" talk to each other
back and forth throughout the decision-making process. Similarly, in
a bureaucrat's self-dialogue on how to copewith a failurein promotion,
"I" may express disappointment, frustration, and anger. "Me" may
present information on the policies and procedures of promotion as
well asabout the people who have failedand succeeded in promotion.
With the information, "I" is then able to put itself in proper
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perspective, avoiding excessive self-condemnation and moving
ahead to explore alternative avenues for success.

Negotiationandcompromiseareobviouslyinvolvedin the interaction
b t "I" d " " "I" b k d f .e ween an me. may ac own rom Its demands due to
~he pow~r o.f the inf~rm~tion presented by "me." "Me" may change
ItS. strategies in sup~lymgmformation, makingsuggestions, and coping
with stress accordmg to the mood and determination of "1." In the
case of a technical staffer's responding to a supervisor's order, "I"
may excuse itself from the previously set standard of performance
if "me" advises that the supervisor is under pressure to step down or
it isnot cost-beneficial to impress the supervisor with an exceptional
performance, Likewise, in the caseof a bureaucrat's reactingto failure
In promotion, "me" may allude to the injustice in the promotion
procedure and advise "I" to fight for itself if "I" feels strong about
its qualifications and deservedness.

While th~y are relativ:ly separateentities, "I" and "me" areessentially
the two sidesof the com, theself. They go hand in hand and reinforce
each other for the ultimate interest of the self.

Between the Whole Self-Existence and Fragmented Social
Experience

Indivi~ual.social.experi~ncesare always limited to particular people
and th.mgs I~particularrune and locations. The meaningofaparticular
experience IS not always clear within its original social context. A
socially acting individual needs to place each episode of his or her
experience on the retlective background of consciousness and evaluate
its importance in relation to his or her whole self-existence. In asense
individualsocialexperiences are fragmented,compartmentalized, and
scattered in pieces. It is the self that organizes pieces of social
experience into a system of reality and develops an image of the
world from particularity to generality and from specificity to
universality.
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Self-dialogue bridges fragmented social experience with the whole
self-existence. Before a social encounter, self-dialogue deducts
specific expectations, strategies, and guidelines from the general
system of self-experience and makes the self prepared. Suppose a
construction subcontractor is arranged to meet a real estate
contract manager. The subcontractor may talk to him- or herself
and decide where to position the meeting in his or her overall
business endeavor, which in turn is only a part of his or her
whole life commitment. Once the positioning is determined, he
or she can develop various specific strategies to shape the
upcoming meeting to his or her business advantage.

After a social encounter, self-dialogue inducts general feelings,
impressions, and attitudes from pieces of concrete interaction and
assignsthe whole event some meaning or value in the overall system
of self-experience. Suppose a project director is scheduled to see the
principal investigator ina funded project. After the meeting, the ~roject

director may ask him- or herself: "Did the meeting go well? DId I do
what I was supposed to do? Wasthe principal investigator trustworthy
in what he or she promised? Was he or she demanding on what he or
she expected? Have the project objectives been achieved for the last
period of time? Was the meeting productive? Was it just another
business-as-usual event?" After a series of questions and answers
through self-dialogue, the meeting as an individual event can be
entered, with a specific value of importance, into the whole system
of self-experience for future reference.

During a social encounter, self-dialogue may also be activated to
retrieve information and customize response in simultaneity with
action. Suppose one is having a meeting with one's prospect business
partner. When one's counterpart refers to a previously arranged
condition, one may ask oneself: "Was I informed of it? How much
did I know about it? How much does it bear on current negotiation?"
Or when one's counterpart proposes an initiative, one may consult
oneself: "What does it mean by such an initiative? What should I do,
ignore, reject, or counteract with a different offer?" These questions
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can direct one back to one's self-experience and devel
. '. op

approprIate responses while beIngphysically present in the socis]
• 0 OCtainteracnon.

In simultaneous consultation, self-dialogue serves a spontan
f . fdi 0 eous
~nctIon 0 irectm~ a?articul~r social interaction with the general

View ?f the self while mtegratIng it into the whole system of self
expenence,

Between the Back and Front Stages in Self-Presentation

Instudying the :vay i?dividuals present themselves in their daily life,
Go~man (1959) ~dentified two dramaturgical concepts: front and back
regions, A~cordmg ~o GoHman, the front region consists of settings,
such as office,.furllltu:e, and stage props, and the personal frOnt,
such a~ clothing, racial characteristics, speech patterns, facial
expressions, and bodygestures. The back region, in contrast, refers
to the place that is closed and/or hidden from the audience where
"he can drop his front, forego speaking his lines and step our of
character" (Goffman 1959:112). '

Self-dialo~e medi~tes b:t.ween ~he back and front stages. In the back
stage, self-dialogue identifies major parameters of an upcoming front
stage performa?ce, explores various ways ofpresentation, decides
on the best possible scnpt for the best possible mode of presentation,
~nd rehe~rses perfo~mance in both content and procedure. For
~,nstance,Inpreparanon for ajob interview, one would askoneself:
How should I app~oach each milestone in the whole process? For

my formal presentation to the organization, what topic should I take?
How long d? I present? What questions should I prepare to answer
from t?e a~dience?In my talk with organizational stakeholders, what
strategic mlst~es should I avoid? What messagesdo I want to convey
to them regardmg my qualifications and commitment? How should I
fashion my ~annerismgiven the imbalance of power between me as
a powerless Job seeker ~ndt~em as powerful job grantors? Similarly,
at the mformal gathenng With staff, what impression do I want to
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leave to them, serious, knowledgeable, and dependable or easy
going, humorous, and interesting?"

In the front stage, self-dialogue remains activeatthe doorway to the
back stage. It reads scripts,verifiesfacts, evaluates otherparticipants
and theirreaction, reflects on the selfand itsperformance, transports
neededmaterialsfrom the back region, andsuggests strategies and
tactics for tacklingvariousissues in thefront. For example, in apress
conference when one faces a crowd of questioning reporters, one
would have to consult oneself constantly as well as instantly in
fashioningone's response: "ShouldI sayyes to thatquestion? What
does it mean if I say no?Is this the questionI should use to address
my fundamental position? Is this aprime opportunity to clearup
some of the public misunderstanding aboutmy lifestyle?" A typical
transportof back stage materialsint..o the front stagethrough self
dialogue is: "Oh, yes, I thought about it beforehand. I now justneed
to rephrase my thoughtpublicly."

Between the back and front stages, especially after a front stage
presentation, self-dialoguecleansup the personalfront, reflectson
the front stageperformance, identifiesdiscrepancies between front
stage demands andbackstage supplies, andmakes recommendations
to the self regardingits future backstage preparation for the front
stage role-playing activity.For instance, after abusiness negotiation,
one would sayto oneself: "Now it isallby myself.Tell me how I did
it. Did I do a good job?Did my pre-negotiationpreparation target
most of the problems encounteredin thenegotiationprocess? Did I
haveanyprobleminretrieving information fromthebackstage while
performingin the front stage? Did I haveahard time in figuring out
something because I obtained no help from the backstage? What
did I learn from this experience, particularly in dealing with that
negotiator fromthatcompanyandgenerally in engaging in abusiness
negotiation?"
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Between the Self and its Different Social Roles

In studying s~cial.r?les, ~erton ~1 ?57~ puts forth the concept of
role-s~t and identifies varIOUS rruugaung factors to reduce rol
conflIc~s.: differential involvement, self-autonomy amid th:
compet.Ition forpo~er,. relative insulation of role activities, stepwise
resolution o~ conflicting demands, mutual social support, and
temporary:Vith~rawal. Alth.~ugh role-set refers to the compliment
?f rolerelatIO?shiPS amongdifferent actors in agivensocialfunction
It can be applied to the individual as well: How does one coordinat '
one's different social roles while responding to one's commandine
self? g

In this regard, self-dialogue organizes different social roles into a
system or alogicalset so thatone role is in properperspective with
another. At the general level, self-dialogue connects eachsocialrole
to self-iden:it~: how important it is to one's perceived goal of life,
:vhat~eaning It expresses forone'spersonal beliefs andvalues, what
Im~ge It creates f?r ~~e's ~omm~nal or occupational standing in
SOCIety, and how significant It contributes to one'swhole self-existence.
~or inst.ance, a doctor in urban America, when he or she joins an
Intern~tIonal volunteerteamto r~nder medical service in developing
countries, wouldwonderwhat hIS or hervolunteerrolemeans to his
or her occupati~na~ experience, long-term career development,
personalvalues, lifetime goals,andself-identity. In self-dialogue, he
or sh: may say: ."1 ~ant to enrich my medical experience; I want to
practIc~ my beliefInhumanitarianism; I want to boost my service
reputation; I want to beautify my curriculum vitae; andI want to
enhanc~ my self-i~entity becauseI can achieve social status, gain
pro~essional experIence, and improve social image by becoming a
service volunteer."

Speci~ically, self-di~logue provides strategies and tactics to mitigate
conflicts among different social roles and between the self and its
v~r~~us role-playing activities. Main strategies and tactics include:
dIVISIon of labor, shifting focus, sharingexperience, changingthe
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value judgment, self-criticism, and self-encouragement. By division
of labor, time and energy are rationally appropriated to different roles
or diHerent activities in a role: "How much time do I use respectively
for my work, family life, and hobby? In my work as a researcher, how
much time do I spend respectively on data collection, data analysis,
and report writing?" Shifting focus is to develop a habit of smoothly
changing among different social roles while concentrating on one
thing at a time: "I, as a doctor, can see patients during my office
hOllrs. I canlie down in bedasapatientwhen I amsickmyself. I can
read with my children when 1 am home in the night ..."; "1 am
exhausted working in thiscapacity. I needto do somethingelse"; and
"1 cannot think about my family vacation in the middle of awork
project." Sharing experience is to draw upon one social role playing
activity for the benefit of another: "Iwas a student before and know
now as a professor that students always like their instructor being
clear andfairon classrequirements"; "I am apart-time salesperson
at a department store but do not fully understand until this moment
as a patient how people in need of service expect to be well treated
by their service providers"; and "I am the mother of two children
and can empathize with my clients when I counsel them on child
discipline." Changing the value judgment is to reassess a social role
or a role playing activity, especially after some unexpected results: "I
underestimated the importance of my role as a mediator in this
conflict. I think I needto do more"; and"1 took my athleterole too
seriously. I now realize that I can benefit myself more in the long run
by focusing more on my student role." Finally, self-criticism or self
encouragement comes after failure, fatigue, resistance, andunfavorable
social reactions set in a social role orrole playing activity: "1 am a
well-respected police officer. How could I act so angrily and
unprofessionally toward those juveniles"; "Ialways want to be a lawyer.
I cannot give up just because of my first-time failure on the bar
examination"; and"1 havedone adecentjob in thisposition overall.
This incidentis justaccidental. I believeI will do better."
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Between the Meaning and its Multiple Expressions

!h: m:aning o~ an express.ion is created and understood through
indication and interpretation, In the process of indication, self
dialogue verifies the intent of the self, examines situational factors
and explores different modes of expression: effective,economical'
implicit,straightforward, or ambiguous. Supposeone needshelpfor
one's work. In self-dialogue, one would identify appropriate sources
of help and figure out proper indications ofintent accordingly: "How
?o 1approach them for help?To A, my friend and colleague, 1may
Just say I need help. To B, my supervisor, I cannot just say I need help
but have to explain a great deal of my difficult circumstance. To C, I
think I have to tell a long story of something else. I must also make
some allusion to my planned compensation for his or her help."

Inthe process of interpretation, self-dialogue analyzes observational
cues and clues, assumes the position of others, and decides on the
meaning of an expression in various dimensions: directly versus
indirectly, in form versus in coritent, and on the surface versus in
essence. Suppose a colleague always smiles and keeps "thanks"in his
or her mouth. In self-dialogue, one would attempt to figure out what
his or her mannerism means: "I am impressed but feel a little
overwhelmed. Is this he or she? Does he or she just act out that way?
I suspect he or she uses his or her mannerism as a strategy of
impression management or amechanism ofself-defense? Am I right?"

The indication and interpretation of one meaning, one thing, and
one self in multiple expressions make human communications
creative, colorful, and interesting as well as tricky, challenging, and
problematic. As the mental connection between the meaning and its
multiple expressions, self-dialogue explores different modes of
indication and interpretation and therefore facilitates interpersonal
interactions across social groupings. It also causes problems in social
lifewith unintended indicationsandmisinterpretation.However, when
misunderstandingoccurs, can it be overcome only through more active
and creative self-dialogue.
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Between What is Said andWhat is Meant

oralexpressions aremadeprimarilywithlinguistic utterances. Spoken
words and sentencesare guidedby the existing rules of language. A
particularword,phrase, sentence, or otherl~guistic elen:ent isattached
with aspecific set of meanings. The meamn~-set. o~ agIven utt.erance
may be definite in size. But the size ofany individual meaning-set
canvary from one to two to any number of meanings. Fo: instan~e,
the meaning-set of "no" maycontain fiftydifferentmeanings while
that of "good" may have only a dozen.

Self-dialogue makes a distinction between what is said and what is
meant as it creates meanings for words andsentences. From a macro
point of view,words andsentences.develo~ their .meanings through
use in social interactions. From a micro-point of VIew,however, new
meanings arecreatedwhen self-dialogue attempts different in~cati.o~s
andinterpretations with existingwords,sentences, andother linguistic
elements.For example,a new meaningmay havebeen addedto the
meaning-set of "thanks" in the following self-dialogue: "I hadnothing
else to sayexcept utteringanunwilling'thanks.'I think he understood

what I meant."

Self-dialogue connectswhat issaidto what ismeantwhen it in~cates
a meaning to the knowledge of the selfaswell asto the attention of
an audience. To indicate a meaning, self-dialogue first informs the
self: "When I said 'It is fine,' I did not mean the matter under
consideration is fine. I just wanted to move his attention away." It
then conveys the meaning to the audience through a specific
combination of facial expression, tone, gesture, and other body
movement.Followingone'sevasive reply"It isfine," onewouldhave
to talk something else, walk away,or aska counter-question, suchas
"Are you Okay with your new girlfriend?"

Similarly, on the part of the audience, self-dialogu~ figu:es ?~t
the meaning of a message in relation to the context m which It IS
received. One would not take "Thanks" simply as it is uttered.
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Nor would one interpret "It is fine" as it is claimed. Instead, one
would engagein self-dialogue to first capture the intended meaning
of '~Thanks." or "It is fine," and then assess the different degree in
wh.Ich.th~ Intended meaning is expressed. Suppose one receives
an mvitauon f~om a colleague of the opposite sex to playa tennis
game. In self-dialogue, one would wonder: "This does not sound
as a s~~ple invitati~n to a tennis game. Is it an expression of
collegiality, a suggestion of affection, or a prelude to some business
dealings? Assume it is simply about collegiality. How much
collegiality is it expressed? How much appreciation do I need to
s~ow in my response?"

General Coordination, Management, and Integration

An individual plays different social roles in numerous social occasions..
How do pieces of social encounters stick together to make a whole
social expe~ie~ce? How do different social roles converge to form a
general social~~age? How is the general social image perceived by
the self? How IS It related to self-identity?

At a.general.tevel, sel~-dialogue engages in coordination, management,
and integrauon,making meaningful distinctions aswell asconnections
between "I" and "me," between the whole self-existence and
fragmente~ soci~l experience,between self-identityand social image.
By coordination, self-dialogue maintains the channel of
~ommun~cationsbetween "I" and "me," promotes the sharing of
information among different role-playing activities, and achieves
consistency, harmony, and unity within the self. For instance self
dialogue coordi~ates social image with self-identity by pa~sing
demands, collectingfeedback, and matching offers from each other.
A strong sense of communal values and family responsibility derived
from self-identity may dictate a perceived social image of a caring
father or mother and a loving husband or wife: "I am a family man. I
want to take good care of my family. I send my children to school
every morning and come home for dinner every evening no matter
how busy I am with my work. In the weekend, I stay with my
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family at home, in parks and church, or take them on excursions.
I would be surprised if any of my neighbors, colleagues, friends,
or relatives ever questions my commitment to family." Similarly,
a perceived social image of a model parent or spouse may require
a desired quality, confidence, and pride in self-identity: "1 am
one of those old-fashioned parents in the eyes of my neighbors,
co-\vorkers, friends, and relatives. Over these years, I did what I
always want to do: be a caring father and a loving husband. I am
a through and through family person." .

In management, self-dialogue identifies problems, develops
solutions, and takes precaution for emergencies. The self is an
active force of creativity and innovation. It bears an inherent
desire for freedom, multiplicity, and change. Between "I" and
"me," "I" aspires to attain self-actualization through different "me"
or a variety of social images while "me" is motivated to enrich
"I" or the whole self-existence in an array of social encounters.
"I" may \vant to be a nice, easy-going, and interesting "me" in
one occasion and a tough, rigid, and stubborn "me" in another.
"I" may also have to act in different capacities simultaneously at
work or play different roles uninterruptedly in life. Creative
impulses from the self and realistic constraints in society can
combine to cause various conflicts, problems, emergencies, and
crises in one's self-existence, calling for proper measures, strategies,
and solutions. For example, when "I" questions "me" for an
unexpected social image in the making, one would have to engage
in self-dialogue for a management resolution: "I am a liberal
intellectual. 1do not want to police my class too much. I want to
give my students as much freedom as possible. But after a few
weeks of practice, I find that some students are taking advantage
of my liberal approach: they do not come to the class and talk to
each other during my lecture. I feel that a negative image of 'me'
is in the making among the class. What should I do? Should I
change myself and ground unruly students in class? No, that's
not 'I,' or the kind of 'me' I want to have in the eyes of my
students. I simply cannot do it. Then what? I should be firm and
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tough on class requirements. It will show that I am not weakly
willed. Also, being tough on class requirements will teach the
class what it means by having a maximum amount of freedom in
the process of learning."

Through integration, self-dialogue bridges the temporary with the
permanent, episodeswith the story, and parts with the whole. There are
two processes of integration: deduction and induction. Deduction is to
drawupon the general system ofself-existence forundertaking aspecific
social interaction. Induction is to generalize from particular social
interactions to enrich the ever-evolving universal system ofself-identity.
Suppose oneexperiences aserious betrayal bya seemingly trustworthy
colleague. Self-dialogue would sort out facts from an initial uproar of
anger and make general notes for future reference.First, one would ask:
"Why did I trust the person and share allmy secrets with him or her?"
Second, one would wonder: "What kind of person is he or she?"Third,
one would wrap it up with some reflections: "What did I learn from this
incident, about that person and that kind of persons in particular, and
about interpersonal relationship, trust, and betrayal in general?"

In general, self-dialogue createsgaps,confusions, and problems, but also
bridges gaps, clarifies confusions, and solves problems. It is a force of
innovationandproductivityaswellasasource ofmisunderstandingand
intellectualsquandering. Reflectingupon theamountoftimeandenergy
one as an averageperson spends on self-dialogue, one may well wonder:
Isit an unnecessary waste of my intelligence or a useful exercise of our
human wisdom?

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Self-dialogue occurs withinthesphereof theselfandremains apparently
free from anyformal social sanctions. Is it therefore an "anythinggoes"
process? Or is itstill subject tosomeregulations? Hit is aregulatedprocess,
what rules does it follow?
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Ontological Limits

Self-dialogue floats in consciousness. Consciousness acts upon mind.
Mind lodgesin body. Body and mind combine to constitute the human
existence. Self-dialogue, in this sequence, is subject to the various
ontological limits imposed by the nature on the human species. At
the outset, self-dialogue cannot go beyond the sphere of
consciousness nor can it function properly without the logistical
support of the body. By its nature, self-dialogue does not promote
conflict within the self, nor does it upset the mental flow of
consciousness, pit mind against body, and disrupt order in self
experience. Instead, it works to resolve contradictions within the self,
facilitatemental activities in consciousness, reconcile mind with body,
and maintain peace in self-existence. For instance, self-dialogue does
not normally engage in constant self-denial and self-destruction to
the detriment of self-existence although it may conduct self
evaluation, self-criticism, and self-modification for the functional
purpose of self-betterment.

Logic and Linguistic Rules

Self-dialogue falls under the law of logic. It distinguishes things from
one another by time and occurrence: "Ianswered this question before.
Why does he ask the same question now?" It compares objects to
each other in terms of size and distance: "Because 1 am so much
taller, I have to maintain a proper distance from my boss when 1talk
to him." Differences in extension and intension are conceived: "I
think loyalty means honesty, dedication, and commitment. My loyalty
to my friends manifests in various things I do with them: telling truth,
sharing pain and pleasure, taking care of each other, spending time
together, and devoting energy to the relationship." Contrasts in scope,
content, importance, power, and status are comprehended aswell: "I
asa university professor understand that teaching isvalued because it
contributes to individual growth and that research is more valued
because it contributes to human progress in general."
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As far as linguistic rules are concerned, self-dialogue must make
sense to and be understood by the self. Just as "I" watches news
r.eads. b?oks, and .listens to somebody else, "I" follows the sam~
linguistic c~nventl0t.Isto communicate with "me" in self-dialogue.
Nou~s designate things. Pronouns represent people. Adjectives
modify p~ople or c?ndition things. Verbs connect people to
people, .thmgs to t~mgs, or people to things. Adverbs modify
con~ectIOns and actions among people and things. The linguistic
consistence and coherence from social communications to self
dialogue are illustrated in diaries, where one puts one's self
dialogue in words, following all the rules developed in written
language. They are also demonstrated in self-utterance, where
one speaks one's self-dialogue, connecting the uttering "I" to the
listen~ng "me" as if they are two entities in daily communications.
~venm self-speechlessness, where self-dialoguebecomes immersed
m the stream of consciousness, it is still dictated by what Chomsky
(1975) called the deep linguistic structure.

Cultural Norms

Self-dialogue is conductedin language. Language is an essential pan of
culture.Through language, self-dialogue follows linguistic rulesin form
and takeson beliefs, norms, taboos,fear, and other culturalelements in
content. Beliefs give one confidence, courage, and support when one
faces uncertainty, difficulty, and challenge in one's life: "I am not sure
how they willevaluate me.But I think what I am doingisexcellent and
I have a firm faith in universal justice and fairness." Norms offer one
essent~al references when onedecides what isright,good,or positiveand
what 15.wrong,ba~ or negative: "If I cheat on the exam,I might beable
to obtain a promotion. But that is simply wrong. I would seemyselfas
abadperson.Itwouldalso leave anegative impacton my career." Taboos
institute inhibitions as well as punishments should an inhibition is
?reached. For example, incest is a taboo. A mental rehearsing of an
~cestuous act may lead to shame and condemnation in self-dialogue.
~lllally, fear~easures the degree to which the instinctofself-protection
15balanced With the motive of self-realization. Self-realization setsgoals
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beyondthe status quo and therefore may put oneself under challe~ge,

uncertainty, andanxiety,which in tum canactivateone's self-protection
mechanism and createa stateof fear. Whileself-dialogue deals with fear
inspecific situations, fearprovidesself-dialoguewith abasic toneor mood
as whatisfeared andhowfearfunctions forvarious purposes areessentially
related to the generalmode of adaptationin a culture.

Social Rules

Marx (1962), in questioning the free dimension of human thoughts,
candidlywrote that most law-abidingcitizenscould be chargedwith
heinous crimes should mind be policed and held accountable for all
possiblecriminal displayswithin its boundary. Although he usedthe
scenarioto emphasize the decidingimportance of actsover thoughts
in society, Marx seemed inadvertently to suggest that one may free
oneselffrom social rules in self-dialogue while living in the reality of
socialrestraints. On the other hand, Sykesand Matza (1957) find that
one has to develop techniques of neutralization to free oneself from
one's learned social rules for any deviant actions. Beginning in self
dialogue, one needs to rationalize one's deviant intent, convince
oneselfabout the necessity and justifiablenessof the corresponding
act, and come up with a set of neutralizing vocabularies to ward off
any possible attack of the social world. The neutralization process
affirms that people learn and internalize social rules and that social
rulesinternalized provide guidanceand restraint to the inner thinking
and reasoning process, including self-dialogue.

What are social rules? How do they regulate self-dialogue? Social
rules include formal laws and informal behavioral guidelines. People
learnsocialrulesthrough socialization and re-socialization, Adherence
to socialrulescan bevoluntary and involuntary. Penalty for breaking
or failing to follow social rules can range from imprisonment, fine,
reprimand, and shame, to a loss of face. Self-dialogue takes 'place
within the consciousness of one's social experience. How it is
regulated by one's internalized social rules corresponds to how
one is guided and restrained by existing laws, mores, and folkways
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in one's society. The difference is: What one does in one's societ
leads to social reactions whereas what one imagines in one's selL
dialogue ,only triggers warnings. For instance, one will be arrested
and punished corporallJ:' if one injures somebody in a robbery;
however, one may only feel a sense ofshame when one talks about
~aping,someb?dy in a.seriesofself-dialogue. The leeway one enjoys
in one s self-dIalogue in the observance of social rules leads one to
two contrasting outcomes. On the one hand, one sees one's self
dialogue follow social rules and remain functional to one's social
survival as one becomes a productive and law-abiding citizen. On
the other hand, one seesone's self-dialoguerevolve constantly around
the breaking of social rules and become dysfunctional to one's social
adaptation as one is cast away from the social mainstream to the
negative identity of a deviant, criminal, or rebel.

Proper Regulation

!he fu~ctionand dysfunction of self-dialogue lead naturally to the
~ssue of I~S prope~ regulation. Durkheim (1952), in his study of social
IntegratIon, pointed out that regulation, when insufficient or
excessi~~, c~ beco~e a major cause for social problems in general
and SUICIde m particular, Self-dialogue, as driven by free will and
regulated by ontological limits, logic, cultural norms, and social rules,
can be vulnerable to both insufficient and excessiveregulations. What
h~ppens wh~n self-dialogue is insufficiently or excessively regulated?
First of all, IS there a proper regulation of self-dialogue in terms of
intensity, rationality in content, frequency of deviance, occurrence
of contradiction, and correspondence to social behavior?

The proper regulation signifies a state of balance between the need
of expression andthe demand ofcontrol in consciousness. The level
of self-dialogue is moderate: Body is not exhausted, mind is not
overstretched, and self-dialogue flows naturally in the service of self
expression and self-control, The content of self-dialogue is logical
and rat1~nal. InCIdencein self-confusion, self-misunderstanding, and
self-loss IS kept in minimum. Deviant thoughts Occur occasionally
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. but are always confronted and contained by posit~ve norms and
rules. Contradiction appears sometimes but self-dialogue overall
features an orderly pattern of consistency, coherence, and
ffectiveness. Most important, self-dialogue corresponds generally

;0 social experience: One does not,constantly hide, t:vi.s~, or separate
one's self-dialogue from one's SOCial role playing actiV~t1eS; n~r d?es
one always keep two different sets of vocab~lanes, t,h1UkI~g

something in self-dialogue while doing something else In SOCIal
interactIons.

Insufficient Regulation

In the case of insufficient regulation, one indulges in fantasy. Self
dialogue runs wild and remains burdensome, useles~, and
dysfunctional to social survivals. Specifi~ally, the levelof s:lf-di~o~e
is high. Mind is spoiled. Body is exploited. The ~ntologI~allImltIS
challenged and threatened to its ultimate capacity..A:-n imb~lance

may be firstcaused by the use of a substance.B~t once I~ IS established,
one tends to use more substances to fuel self-dialogue in the form of
hallucination, delusion, fancy-seeking, and aimless roaming through
consciousness. Contents in self-dialogue are mostly irrational and
illogical: One attempts to avoid reality and com~onse~se~ one
searches for miracle, heavenly comfort, and extraordinary insights:
and one always fails with one's attempt and search in the middle ~f

nowhere. Deviance is a constant theme: "How wonderful would It
be if I took over that 'neverland' estate?"; "How merry would it be
if I had a love affair with that 'blonde' girl?"; and "How peaceful
would it be if I got rid of that 'cocky' guy?" Contradic~ions oc~r

frequently as self-dialogue changes constantly from tOpIC to t~PIC,

from mood to mood, and from scene to scene. One becomes excited,
frustrated, or scared oftentimes for no reason, aim, and effect: "Ifeel
I have talked a lot of different things to myself this whole day but I
am still at loss of where I am." Finally, self-dialogue, as it wanders
aimlessly through consciousness, does not correspond closely and
meaningfully to social reality and therefore does not serve one well
for one's social functioning. In fact, it may drive one away from
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The unspeakable, as conditioned by social situati?ns.' ~~y involve
different levels of unwillingness, disapproval, and mhlbmon. At the
bottom line is a situation where one does not have to say anything. In
other words, it is a speakable but better-to-be unspeakable situation.
For instance, when the requirements of a job are written in the ~o.ok
and become known to all employees, the supervisor may not bewillmg
to repeat them in various occasions, and reiteration may also sound
collectively disapproving. Then is the situation where one does n~t
want to say anything. There are justifications for speaking it out but It

remains unspoken and hence becomes unspeakable because of
self-concern or a lack of interest. For instance, one sees someone
doing something inappropriate and chooses not to ~o~municat,e
one's observation to him or her because one feels it IS not one s

APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In its most basic application, self-dialogue serves as a major forum
or afundamental process for self-expression. Livingwithin ontological
limits, cultural norms, and social rules, people often find themselves
in a situation where they feel they want to say something but cannot
say anything at all. The "unspeakable" is the.ref?r.e coined to
characterize such a social condition as well as an individual mental

state.

To Speak the Unspeakable

Self-dialogue is a natural process in human consciousness. It occurs
on its own regardless of one's conscientious effort. However,
understanding self-dialogue can help one manage it, and knowing
how to manage it can help one make beneficial use of it in various

aspects of life.

functional level of intensity, exhibit a normal trace of ~ati.onality,
. ccommodate certain deviance, tolerate some contradIctIOn, anda . ... .
serve one adequately for one's role playing act!vmes in society.
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one's social role playing responsibility and predispose one t
deviance, mental illness, and criminal activities. a

Excessive Regulation

When self~dialogtle is excessivelyregulated, one feels little space for
onese.lf.LIfe becomes boring, ~iring, ~ale, suff~cat~ng,and nearly
meaningless, The level of self-dialogue is low. Mind is numbedwith
self-institutedfear and taboos. Body is restrainedalong with the
oppressed~nd butnevertheless mayexplode withtremendous power
andenergyin anexternally triggered defensiveor offensive action
Rationality is pursued not only as the end but also as the means:
~p~et by apeccable andfallible realityin self-dialogue, one israther
inclinedto retreat to apure obsessionwith one's untenableideal of
logi~ and?erfection. The content of self-dialogue iscloselycensored.
Deviant impulsesand thoughts areconsidered as a shame, insult,
assault, orcrimeto personalintegrityor some higherspiritual state.
A deepsenseof guilt is felt if they arenot totally suppressed or ifthe
self is n~t ?ea:ily punished when they surface in self-dialogue,
Contradiction isnot tolerated andis often feared asataboo.The self
is censured andthe functional quality of mind is questionedwhen
co.ntradictio~s occur: "How could I say something opposite in the
middle of this argument?"; "What kind of mind do I have?"; and
"AmIinsaneor is this another caseof off-mind?" An exact match
of self-dialogue to social behavior is demanded in the same line.
Mismatch leads to self-condemnation on both moralandfunctional
grounds: "How couldI beso dishonest by doingsomethingdifferent
thanwhatI sayto myself?"; and"AmIincompetentasI fail to realize
the goalof accomplishment Ipromise to myself?" As aresult, self
dialogue is often discouragedfrom its active service asasource of
inspiration forsocial roleplayingactivities.

In general, self-dialogue can be forced into retreat if it is over
regulated or run out of control if it suffers from a lack of
r.eg~lation: Only when it is properly regulated by ontological
limits, logic, cultural norms, and social rules, can it maintain a
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business or one feels one does not want to be bothered wh ~
f en one

onesel does the same. The next situation is where one c
o 0 annat

say anything. It IS unspeakable due to social convent·
di 1 0 hibi 0 Ions,. . Isapprova, or in 1 ition. For instance, one does not stop one's
~oss and demand an apol~gy when he or she tells one about an
Important task and sprays madvertently his or her spittle in one's
face. Or one cannot utter "Down the Dictator" in the street wh
one lives under a dictatorship. The subtlest situation is wh en

o • id f ere
~ne Is.atral 0 saying anything. It is more complicated than the
sltuatlo? whe:e one cannot say anything because of social
conventions, disapprovs], or inhibition. For instance, one do
not speak against injustice by the authority because it puts es
o d one
in anger. Or one does not report one's being raped or robbed
because one's life is at stake.

~he unspeakable may also occur as an individual mental state. One
sImply cannot say anyth~ng although one feels something clearly and
has attempted to speak It Out. Even in self-dialogue, one may still
wonder: "I h~ve the feeling. I have the insight. I have some intuition.
Bu~ after ~l I Just cannot say exactly what it is." From a psychoanalytic
point ofv~ew~ t?: mentally conditioned unspeakable may originate
from self-mhlbmon or suppression instituted by superego (Freud
19~3). It may also result from some bodily process, such as physical
fatIgue and mental blackout.

I~ essence, all the unspeakable must be spoken in some way. Self
dialogue hence provides a forum where one approaches the
unspea.ka~le,analyzes its original meaning, and identifies ways of
~xpressmg It. For t?e s~cially~onditionedunspeakable, one may speak
It.by the way of lying,implying,alluding, and hinting but it is in self
dialogue where one knows exactly what it is all about and whether
one has expre~s~d it in an indirect way. For the mentally caused
unspeakable, It IS also through self-dialogue that one solves the
puzzl~ and becomes able to speak it to oneself sometime later.
Most l~po:rant, by speaking the unspeakable in self-dialogue,
one maIntaIns one's world of reality as well as one's sense of
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identity, integrity, and morality. For instance, when one chooses
ot to communicate to one's colleague about his or her

rnappropriate behavior, one ~eeds to speak it ?ut in self-dialogue
to highlight one's mastery of important behavioral~tandards and
maintain one's value system for the future evaluation of oneself
and others. Similarly, when one has to take saliva in the face
from one's boss, one needs to explain in self-dialogue why one
has to tolerate such an unpleasant incident and how one oneself
might be a little more sensitive when one is someday in the

supervisory position.

It is clear that self-dialogue provides a backstage to speak the socially
unspeakableorto straighten out what isindirectlyor incompletely spoken
insocialsituations.To the mentallyconditioned unspeakable,self-dialogue
servesasa front stagefor it to be pulled out, deciphered, and understood.
Using sell-dialogue consciously and skillfully to speak the unspeakable
not only fttlfIls an ontological requirement that all the unspeakable be
spoken in some ways but also eliminates a mundane conditi~n for self
confusion, self-incrimination, and mental illness.

To Cope with Social Stress

Speaking the unspeakable is an important way to defuse stress. In
addition, self-dialogue offers various other ways to cope with stress
in social interactions. In performing social tasks, for example, stress
may come from stage to stage: How one perceives the task, positions
oneself in the group, makes a work plan, performs the task with a
proper level of knowledge, skill, and confidence, cooperates with
others, and claims one's credit in the joint performance. Self-dialogue
can assist one to cope with stress before, during, and after task
performance.

Before task performance, stress may take the form of anxiety,
nervousness, or low-confidence due to excitement, a lack of interest,
unrealistic expectations, or other mental reaction. To defuse stress,
one would have to talk to oneself, evaluating one's strengths and
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consciousness in termsoffrequency, intensity,rationality, and relevance
to reality. As aforementioned, when self-dialogue is over-regulated or
suffers from a lack of regulation, it itself becomes a source of mental
problems.

How should one conduct one's self-dialogue to maintain one's mental
health? Specific guidelines differ forpeople with different charact~rs and
lifestyle experiences. But in general, one should keep ~n~'s self~alogue

openall thetimeandfollow twofundamental rules whil~ in self-ehalo~e:

treatingoneselfcourteouslyasanother person and treating oneselfWIth
careasoneself.
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Treatingoneselfcourteouslyasanotherpersonmeansthat one recognizes
and respects the distinction between "I"and "me" in the process of self
dialogue. One does not assume that it is "my" world so "I" can throw
out whatever "I"wants. One doesnot forceanything upon oneselfnor
expectthat "I" will be able to take it in the end Instead, one t~es time
and patienceto study, entertain, and play with oneself. When It comes
to disappointment, regret, and pain, one comfo~ one~elf as a lover.
When it comesto joy, success, andpleasure, one enjoysWIth oneselfasa
friend. When it comesto dealingwith aharshcondition,doingadifficult
job,andaccepting atough reality, onenegotiates with oneself~ apartner.
No further step is taken until oneself is understood, convmced, and
satisfied.

Treating oneselfwith careasoneselfmeansthat one synchronizeswith
"I" and "me" in the process of self-dialogue. One develops a sense of
"my" world and knows exactlyhow to reach the most inner comer of
one's mind. One maintainsa feeling of self-concern, self-eare, and self
love remainssensitive and responsive to what one needs, wants, likes,
dislikes, worries, and fears, and istherefore capable of fashioning most
appropriate reactions amid different ~ental stat~s: a~ivity" re.st, and
silence. For instance, when one faces an Important issue illone s life, one
maysayto oneself: "It is'my' pain.'I' feel it. 'I' haveto t~e the best.care
ofmyselfthrough thiscrisis"; "It is'my' victory. '1' madeit. '1' amentitled

weaknesses, predictingone'sinvolvement in thetask, developingtentative
strategies andtactics, andmakingnecessary preparations.

Social Thought & Research

Most stre~s, ofcourse, appears duringtaskperlormancewhenproblems
~rupt, calling for specific andtimelysolutions on theSpot. Self-dialogue
first alerts on~ to.the e~e-?ce, extent, andimpactof aproblem,paving
the way for ItS identificatiOn and possible resolution: "I sense some
problemsthere. WhatamIgoing to do?"; "Oh, my gush! Ineverseethis
happening. What does it mean? I get to figure it out"; and "It's been a
tremendous stress to bearwith thisproblem.I wishI couldwalkout of
this~ess soon."It then h~lps oneevaluate eachproblemaccording to irs
particularrelevance and importance, and advises one what to do, what
not to do, and how to execute a fmalized plan in the process of task
perlormance.

After task perlormance, one would have to reflect on what has been
achieved or unaccomplished, what provesto beeffective or ineffective
andwhat to build on for the future. Stress may arise or worsenif failur~
or success isnotproperlyrecorded. Self-dialogue at thisstage istherefore
to offer reasons or excuses for the finished task, and to search for
alternatives to failure or ways of advancement on the basis of success.
For instance, after a failed taskperlonnance,one mightcomfortoneself
bysaying "Ididmy best. It turnedout thiswaybecause ofunCOntrollable
factors. I have many more positive things to look forward to in my
career."

~bvi~usly, by ~derst~~?g the nature and functions of self-dialogue
in SOCial role-playmg acuvmes, onecannot only sharpenone'sskills for
task perlormance, but also enhance one's effectiveness in stress
management.

To Maintain Mental Health

Spe~g theunspeakableandmanagingstress atwork andinlife through
self-dialoguepave thewayformentalhealth. Inasystemic level, however,
mental health depends directly on how self-dialogue flows in
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to make ~he be~t out of it";' and "It is 'my' career that is at stake. 'I'
can see It. I will do my best to make it a maximum success."

In general, self-dial?gue is both means and ends to mental health. As
a ~ean~, one uses It to sort out problems, clear up concerns, and
~allltalll space for control ~nd freedom. As an end, one keeps self
d~alogue as a state ?f conscrousness. One feels healthy when self
dIalo~ue. flows with "1' and "me" in proper separation and
combination,

To Achieve Personal Integration

~t a hi~her level,. self:dia!ogue lays the foundation for personal
~nte~ration. In.t~~lr dailylife, people play different roles and engage
ill dIfferent acti~1tles. Sometimes they are conscientious, honest, and
truth~ul. Sometimes they are out of character, joining in the fun on
oc~aslOn: There are also times when they lie intentionally or
ull1!lt~n:lOnally. I~ t:r~s of emotion and mood, people are now
opt~tIC,n?wpessm:lStIC; nowhappy, now sad; andnow enthusiastic,
now dispassionate.GI~e~ allt?ese different facades and changes,how
does one maintain one s identity and integrity?

Fir~t~ ~elf~dialogue provides a universe to accommodate different
activItI~s In pro~er perspective. The universe where one positions
oneself IS not a grven mental existence. It becomes available when
one thinks and engages in self-dialogue. In the universe one builds a
self-identity and branches it out to different roles. Whe~ one focuses .
on some role playing activity at aparticulartime and locale, one refers
to the genera! identity for a s~ecific conferment of meanings aswell
as a proper Investment of ume and energy. Activities occur in
sequen.ce. New e~ementscrystal~einto the general identity according
to their respecnv- value and Importance in self-realization and
self-expansion.

Second, self-dialogue p~ovides justifications for why things happen
so that the general self-Identity is maintained without any serious
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challenge. It also explains specifically why something is valued
or ignored, tolerated or rejected, and encouraged or discouraged.
For instance, when one is caught in a controversy and everybody
else seems to be confused, one would still have to develop an
acceptable version of reality to oneself. This version of reality
may be conditioned by some self-conscious yet unspeakable
motive, deed, or fact. Its being developed and maintained in one's
self-dialogue, however, can help one stick to one's identity as
one moves through the crisis.

Third, self-dialogue mediates between the universal and the specific,
the general and the particular, the eternaland the temporary, and the
essential and the incidentaL From the universal, the general, the
eternal,and the essential, self-dialoguebringsout one's whole identity
so that one is not lost in any particular everyday life activity. It also
presents the general principle or goal derived from one's identity so
that one can pursue its application or realization in one's specific
endeavor inthe realworld. Beginning with the specific, the particular,
the temporary, and the incidental, self-dialogue seeks enrichment,
expansion, and generalization so that one's identity, principle, and
goal can be tested, modified, and elevated. For instance, a scholar
reads,speaks, and writes different things in different time andplaces.
But he or she is generally guided, in each particular incident, by a
universal scholarly character he or she has developed for him- or
herself through numerous specific experiences. In his or her
consciousness, it is self-dialogue that mediates between the general
and the particular and therefore helps him or her achieve his or her
personal integration.

Although it may seem to be a default that self-dialogue speaks
the unspeakable, copes with social stress, maintains mental health,
and achieves personal integration, one can skillfully manage one's
self-dialogue, making it better serve one's needs for a desired level
of personal activity, vitality, and achievement.
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Self-Dialogue and Social Conditions

To alarge extent, self-dialogue isapersonal adaptation to, and therefore
an individual reflection of social conditions and human evolution. As
far as.human.evoluti~n isconcerned, a more advanced stage isusually
associated WIth a higher degree of biological, physiological, and
psychological complexity and sophistication that may in turn suppon
broader, moreintense, and more delicate self-dialogue.

Intheso.cial domain, ?rastic s~cial change mayaffect thelevel andintensity
of self-dialogue. Dunng the ume ofeconomicdepression, war, political
repression, .epidemic, or naturaldisaster, peoplemay haveto engage in
moreself-dialogue to copewith a harshrealityin theireveryday life and
understand whathappensandwhy. Fear,uncertainty, andinsecurity, if
unresolved through self-dialogue, may translate directly into mental
illness. For instance, mental disorder is positively correlated with
unemployment (Brenner 1973). Birthduringthe GreatDepression leads
to a significantly worse psychological state than birth at the later time
(Srole 1978).

Specifically in contemporarysociety, is there a unique level, scope, or
intensity of self-dialogue that is shared by the general populace? The
modem era features a transition from mechanic solidarity to organic
solidarity, from collectivism to individualism, from economic self
sufficiency t? mass production, and from autocratic repression to
institutional democracy. Social life becomes compartmentalized.
Individuals arecaught in betweenspecialization requiredby the division
of labor and self-actualization inspired by individualism. Self-dialogue
delves in depth to explore the potential of individual freedom and
creativity. It expands in breathto capturethe scope ofsocial change and
humanevolution. Asreflectedinmodernist creations, suchasarts, music,
and architecture, self-dialogue seeks self-expression and self-realization
in the outreaching and overarching symbolism ofstrength, power, and
control (Bertens 1995).
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Enteringpostmodern era,peopleseemto be retreating from outward
conqllest to inward cultivation. Social life becomes repressive and
alienating through endless competition. People feel a great need for
reflective space to maintain self-identity and to embrace "plurality,
ambiguity, ambivalence, contingency, anduncertainty" (Elliot 1996:4).
The level, extent, and intensity of self-dialogue is on the rise under
postrnodern social conditions. But self-dialogue as a whole no longer
seems to necessarily servethepwposeofself-expressionandself-realization
as under thephilosophical inspiration ofmodernism. Willit then leadto
self-containment, self-entrapment, andself-destruction? Willself-dialogue
be more reflected in alcoholics, drug abuse, hallucination, the bizarre,
the extraordinary, and the extremethan diaries, music, visual arts, and
everyday lifecreations?

CONCLUSION

In the [mal analysis, self-dialogue is just a functional equivalent to the
humanthinkingprocess. Thecontentofself-dialogue isjustabouthuman
thoughts, imagination, andidealism aspartially reflected inarts, literature,
andother conceivable social creations. People think and translate their
thoughts into products of beauty or utility as long as they live in self
consciousness. What isthe significance then to highlight self-dialogue as
a fundamental process of expression or creation?

The answerlies in modern andpostmodemsocial conditions wherelife
is compartmentalized, human relations become impersonalized, and
individuals are faced with constantdepression, repression, and stress in
theireconomic, political, andsocial survivals, It isnecessary andimportant

- to create and maintain a private space for self-identity while living in
such a social environment. Self-dialogue arises, in importance and
significance, to just meet the needs of individuals to livetheir modem
andpostmodern life. First,self-dialogue putsthe selfon the centerstage.
Thinking, to a degree, has evolved into a generalized and therefore
dehumanized process: you think, they think, everybody thinks, and
probablynobody thinks. Self-dialogue, in contrast, offers a focused and
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---
personalized perspective: "I talk to myself; it iswithin myself;and it
therefore belongs to myself."

~econd, self-dialogue carries ase~ o~ caringand sharingthat islacking
ill modern and postmodern SOCIal life. As they are locked into th ·. " 1 elf
respective spe~ia ~y and isolated from each other through social
compartmentalization, people have more and more disappointme
£ . d eli ~r· nt,
rustrauon, an SCOIIlion to deal WIth at work and in life. Yet the

fmd less.and less time, motivation, and resourcefor seekinghelp fro; .
the outside. More essentially thereare not many places to turn to £

aI" eel . ~
person lZ assistance. As a result, more and more people feel the
have ~o self-h~lp b~ establishing a constant dialogue with themselve:'
Self-di~ogue, in this sense, is not only a fundamental process of self
expression but also a t~erapeutic procedure of stress management, self
he~g, :md ~elf-refue1ing: ''1 realize that disappointment, failure, and
p~ are inevitable elements of my life. I take time to talk about them
with myself. I comfort myselfon any ofmy personaldiscomfort, I keep
myse¥aw~e of,al~n on, and preparedfor any possible problem I may
experience ill my life."

Third, self-dialogueexplores inwardlyinto the richness ofconsciousness
asw~ll ~ t~e complicatedness of the self. Inself-dialogue, individuals see
the~mcti~n anddifference between "I"and"me,"betweenfragmented
SOCial exp.enence and the whole self-existence, between back stage
maneuvermg and front ~age playing, and between the speakable and
the unspeak~ble: Reflection deepens upon the working of the self, the
~ature o~ sO~Iallife, ~d th~ linko~tho~ts to actions. Understanding
mcreases in diff~ren~~ensi.onsoflife. For instance, self-dialogueprovides
beyond-behavIor insights mto the changing boundary- between the
speakable and the unspeakable. The speakable is not just a behavioral
utt~~ce that is socially appropriate and meaningful. It is a social
realization of w~at is~eant to be speakable in self-dialogue. Likewise,
the unspeakable IS not Justwhat isunsaidin social contexts.It isamental
~eserva~ion of what is meant to be unspeakable in self-dialogue. Most
mterestmgly, the unspeakable isusuallyspoken and becomes speakable
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in self-dialogue whereas the speakable often remains unspoken and
becomes unspeakable in social contexts.:

It is the rise of self-dialogue out of the general thinking process that
prompts its study by the academician and its use by the layman. The
significance of self-dialogue in modern and postmodern life, however,
has yet to be unfoldedand understood. At the individual level, is self
dialogue aself-retreat fromrealistic social life? Is itanawakeningrevolution
ofself-identity? Or is itaprelude to thetotal emancipation of theself? At
thesocial level, isself-dialogue anindication ofthedecline of "social" life?
Is itamode of humanadaptation to competition, division oflabor, and
compartmentalization of life? Or isit anevolutionary development for
human beings to master their social life in its wholeness? Between
individuals and society, are mind, thoughts, and idealism ahead of,
synchronous with, or behind body, actions, and realism? Does self
dialogue serve to strengthen mind andthoughts forthebreadth, depth,
andintensityof modem andpostmodern social life? Or doesit serve to
prepare mind andthoughtsfor an everchallenging societyyet to come?
All thesequestions remain open for further exploration.
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Abstract

Predictionsfromthreegeneralapproaches toprejudice-personality, social
learningandgroup-eonjlict-havebeen examine~ onasampleofHun
garian youthandtheirparents. Thesampleconszstedof4C?Or~n:lomly
selectedcollegestudentsandtbeirparentsfrom tuoHungar:-an~{uxal
N=800}. Tbequetumnaireincluded,amongotbers.anaruisemuism scale~

authoritarianismscale,andsocio-demograpoicoariade: Socio-psychologz
calcausalmodd'W1Sconsruaedusmguniwriaterecursi7;engresOOngraph
methodology: 'Ibe results indicatedthatstudents'antisem~ism.is dil~-tly

relatedonlytoprnonality(authoritarianism)andtoJkm?11~ an.tzse:nztrsm.
. Students'authoritarianismisrelatedtoparents'authoritarianism and
family sodoeconomicstatus(as indicatedbyparents'inco.me~ndeduca
tion) Parents'antisemitism isrelatedtotheirownauthontanan tenden
ciesandincome, whileparents'authoritarianism isprimarilyre(ated.to
theireducationalbackground It isconcludedthattheresultsprimarily
support'personalityapproach toprejudice(,lSrepresented~Adornoetal. '
work(1950), andsocialization approach. Group-e?nJ!zctapproac!J re
ceicedambiguoussupport in thesamewayaspredictionsfromthzsap
proadiconcemingindividualdifferencesinprejudicearealnbiguous.

Keywords:antisemitism,prejudice,authoritarianism, socialization.

I ntroduction

The roots of modern antisemitism can be traced to the anti-Judaism
of the Hellenistic era (cf. Wistrich 1991) and in the identity of early
and medieval Christianity (Fein, 1987). But itspresent form wasshaped


